NOTICE OF A
REGULAR MEETING OF THE
CALOPTIMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS’
PROVIDER ADVISORY COMMITTEE
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2018
8:00 A.M.
CALOPTIMA
505 CITY PARKWAY WEST, SUITE 109-N
ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92868

AGENDA
This agenda contains a brief, general description of each item to be considered. The Committee
may take any action on all items listed. Except as otherwise provided by law, no action shall be
taken on any item not appearing in the following agenda.
Information related to this agenda may be obtained by contacting the CalOptima Clerk of the
Board at 714.246.8806 or by visiting our website at www.caloptima.org. In compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act, those requiring special accommodations for this meeting should
notify the Clerk of the Board’s office at 714.246.8806. Notification at least 72 hours prior to the
meeting will allow time to make reasonable arrangements for accessibility to this meeting.
I.

CALL TO ORDER
Pledge of Allegiance

II.

ESTABLISH QUORUM

III.

APPROVE MINUTES
A. Approve Minutes of the December 14, 2017 Regular Meeting of the CalOptima
Board of Directors’ Provider Advisory Committee

IV.

PUBLIC COMMENT
At this time, members of the public may address the Committee on general topics. Public
Comment on posted item(s) will follow staff presentation of the item(s) to the Committee.
If you wish to speak on an item contained in the agenda, please complete a Public
Comment Request Form(s) identifying the item(s) and submit the form to the assistant to
the PAC. When addressing the Committee, it is requested that you state your name for
the record. Please address the Committee as a whole through the Chair. Comments to
individual Committee members or staff are not permitted. Speakers will be limited to
three (3) minutes.
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V.

REPORTS
None

VI.

CEO AND MANAGEMENT REPORTS
A. Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Update
B. Chief Operating Officer (COO) Update
C. Chief Medical Officer (CMO) Update
D. Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Update
E. Network Operations Update
F. Federal and State Legislative Update

VII.

INFORMATION ITEMS
A. Tele Health Presentation
B. PAC Member Updates

VIII. COMMITTEE MEMBER COMMENTS
IX.

ADJOURNMENT
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MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING OF THE
CALOPTIMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS’
PROVIDER ADVISORY COMMITTEE
December 14, 2017
A Regular Meeting of the CalOptima Board of Directors’ Provider Advisory Committee (PAC)
was held on Thursday, December 14, 2017, at the CalOptima offices located at 505 City
Parkway West, Orange, California.
CALL TO ORDER
Teri Miranti, PAC Chair, called the meeting to order at 8:10 a.m., and Member Dr. Orras led the
Pledge of Allegiance.
ESTABLISH QUORUM
Members Present:

Teri Miranti, Chair; Suzanne Richards, MBA, FACHE, Vice Chair; Anjan
Batra, M.D.; Donald Bruhns; Steve Flood; Jena Jensen; Craig G. Myers;
John Nishimoto, O.D; George Orras, Ph.D., FAAP; Mary Pham, Pharm.D,
CHC; Pamela Pimentel, R.N.; Jacob Sweidan, M.D.

Members Absent:

Theodore Caliendo, M.D.; Mary Hale; Pamela Kahn, R.N.;

Others Present:

Michael Schrader, Chief Executive Officer; Ladan Khamseh, Chief
Operating Officer; Richard Bock, M.D., Deputy Chief Medical Officer;
Greg Hamblin, Chief Financial Officer; Michelle Laughlin, Executive
Director, Network Operations; Phil Tsunoda, Executive Director, Public
Policy and Public Affairs; Tracy Hitzeman, Executive Director, Clinical
Operations; Cheryl Simmons, Staff to the Provider Advisory Committee

The PAC observed a moment of silence in memory of Member Alan Edwards, M.D., who passed
away in November. Dr. Edwards represented the Orange County Health Care Agency on the
PAC for 11 years.
MINUTES
Approve the Minutes of the November 9, 2017 Regular Meeting of the CalOptima Board of
Directors’ Provider Advisory Committee
Action:

On motion of Member Dr. Sweidan, seconded and carried, the
Committee approved the minutes of the November 9, 2017 meeting.
(Motion carried 12-0-0; Members Caliendo, Hale and Kahn absent)

PUBLIC COMMENTS
No requests for public comment were received.
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CEO AND MANAGEMENT REPORTS
Chief Executive Officer Update
Michael Schrader, Chief Executive Officer, explained how the California Children’s Services
(CCS) Whole Child Model (WCM) is a high priority for CalOptima during the upcoming year
and that a stakeholder meeting would be held on January 25, 2018 to discuss CalOptima’s
implementation plan for the WCM. Mr. Schrader noted that CalOptima has been scheduled for
phase two of the State-wide implementation by the Department of Healthcare Services (DHCS)
for the County Organized Health Systems. He also noted that more stakeholder meetings will be
held throughout the year to prepare for the January 1, 2019 implementation.
Chief Operating Officer Update
Ladan Khamseh, Chief Operations Officer, discussed the outreach to members who were eligible
for Medicare Part A through Social Services. Ms. Khamseh also provided an update on the
behavioral health transition as it relates to provider contracting. She noted that some providers
had not return their signed contract before the deadline and members had been notified that they
would have to switch providers. She also noted that once the signed contracts were received, the
Customer Service team had been pro-active in reaching out to the approximately 1300 members
to let them know that they could continue to see their current providers. Mr. Schrader also noted
that an orientation for newly-contracted behavioral health providers is scheduled for December
20, 2017.
Chief Medical Officer Update
Richard Helmer, M.D., Chief Medical Officer, reported on Senate Bill 1004, which requires the
Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) to establish standards and provide technical
assistance to ensure the delivery of palliative care services by Managed Care Plans. Dr. Helmer
noted that CalOptima and its contracted health networks will be responsible for providing
palliative care services to Medi-Cal members effective January 1, 2018. CalOptima anticipates
receiving additional final guidance from DHCS before the implementation date
Chair Miranti reordered the agenda to hear Information Item B, Opioid Epidemic Update.
Opioid Epidemic Update
Richard Bock, M.D., Deputy Chief Medical Officer, presented an update on the current state of
the opioid epidemic and its impact on Orange County, and CalOptima’s role in helping reduce
the number of CalOptima members addicted to opioids including formulary restrictions,
Pharmacy Home Program, outreach to the highest Morphine Equivalent Dose (MED) prescribers
and quality measures.
Chief Financial Officer Update
Greg Hamblin, Chief Financial Officer, presented the October 2017 financial report, and
summarized CalOptima’s financial performance and current reserve levels. Mr. Hamblin also
reviewed the Health Network enrollment figures for the same period.
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Network Operation Update
Michelle Laughlin, Executive Director Network Operations, provided an update on the
behavioral health transition, and noted that DHCS has certified CalOptima’s behavioral health
provider network. Ms. Laughlin reported on staff’s recent site visit at the Inland Empire Health
Plan (IEHP). IEHP shared their best practices including a center of excellence for autism
screening
Federal and State Budget Update
Phil Tsunoda, Executive Director, Public Policy and Public Affairs, provided an update on the
State and Federal budgets, including the re-authorization of Children’s Health Insurance Program
(CHIP) funding, cost-sharing for the Exchanges, and the current state of the tax reform bill.
INFORMATION ITEMS
Optometry’s Role in Patient Care
PAC Member John Nishimoto, OD, presented an overview of Optometry’s role in patient care
including early detection and intervention, and diabetic retinal exams. Dr. Nishimoto noted that
approximately 64% of CalOptima members received retinal/eye exams in 2015.
PAC Member Updates
Chair Miranti solicited volunteers for a joint ad hoc of the Member Advisory Committee (MAC)
and the OneCare Connect MAC to develop the agenda for the joint MAC, OCC MAC and PAC
meeting scheduled on March 8, 2018. Members Pimentel, Orras and Myers agreed to participate
with Chair Miranti on the ad hoc. The joint ad hoc meeting is scheduled on January 11, 2018.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business before the Committee, Chair Miranti adjourned the meeting at
10:01 a.m.

/s/ Cheryl Simmons
Cheryl Simmons
Staff to the PAC
Approved: February 8, 2018
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

February 1, 2018

TO:

CalOptima Board of Directors

FROM:

Michael Schrader, CEO

SUBJECT:

CEO Report

COPY:

Suzanne Turf, Clerk of the Board; Member Advisory Committee; Provider
Advisory Committee; OneCare Connect Member Advisory Committee

Behavioral Health Transition
Effective January 1, CalOptima assumed responsibility for administering Medi-Cal behavioral
health benefits for members. CalOptima’s successful efforts to contract with hundreds of
providers offering mental health and Applied Behavior Analysis services ensured that the vast
majority of members were able to continue seeing their existing providers. Fewer than 300
members requested continuity of care arrangements. Under a continuity of care arrangement, a
member may continue to see the same provider for up to a year if the provider agrees to accept
the standard rate through a member-specific Letter of Agreement. Further, CalOptima has hired
nearly all the necessary clinical and customer service staff needed to administer the behavioral
health benefits and looks forward to the opportunity to better coordinate physical and mental
health, which can improve outcomes for members.
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
On January 22, Congress reauthorized six years of funding for CHIP. This is good news for
approximately 112,000 of our Medi-Cal members who are eligible because of CHIP, which
provides coverage for children age 0–19 whose parents earn up to 266 percent of the federal
poverty level. Prior to this decision, as part of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), California was
required to maintain CHIP eligibility levels and enrollment through 2019 in what’s known as a
maintenance of effort provision. Therefore, the lapse in federal funding would not have caused
our members to lose eligibility, but it could have caused budget concerns at the state level.
Continuing Resolution (CR)
The important reauthorization of CHIP was part of a larger CR that funds the federal government
through February 8. The CR specifies that, in the short term, funding for Medicare and CHIP
will continue without disruption. Regarding Medicaid, states already have sufficient funding
through the second quarter. In the event of another government shutdown, the U.S. Department
of Health & Human Services has a contingency plan that covers all three public health programs.
State Budget Proposal
On January 10, Gov. Brown released his proposed FY 2018–19 state budget, which starts on July
1, 2018. Given California’s positive fiscal outlook, the budget includes a $6.2 billion surplus that
the governor plans to put into reserves. Spending for Medi-Cal in FY 2018–19 will be relatively
stable, with a total budget of $101.5 billion, which correlates to a flat statewide enrollment
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projection of 13.5 million beneficiaries. When releasing his budget proposal, Gov. Brown
acknowledged that it does not account for the potential impact of federal actions on health care,
such as the recent passage of the tax bill or future efforts affecting ACA. Hearings on the budget
proposal will take place during the next few months, followed by the release of the May
Revision, which will consider any federal changes to health care programs and an updated
financial picture based on April tax returns and 2019 federal tax law.
Medi-Cal Rates
Alongside the state budgeting process, the Department of Health Care Services (DHCS) follows
a routine rate-setting process for Medi-Cal. For FY 2018–19, we expect draft rates for both our
Classic and Expansion populations by May. Historically, the state has been paying managed care
plans more for Expansion members that gained coverage through the ACA even though their
health needs and utilization of services are similar to the Classic population. More recently, the
state has been gradually adjusting those rates downward, and CalOptima has been passing on the
reduction to providers. We anticipate this will be the case for FY 2018–19, and we have been
notifying health networks accordingly. Specific guidance is not yet available. However, MediCal health plan financial leaders across the state expect the Expansion rate to be similar to the
Classic rate for adult Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) members. To prepare
for the next fiscal year, we have informed health networks that they may want to develop their
budgets with this assumption in mind.
Proposition 56 Revenue
While a reduction to Expansion rates is expected for the upcoming fiscal year, Medi-Cal
providers can anticipate retroactive supplemental payments for certain services rendered in this
fiscal year. Due to the Proposition 56 tobacco tax approved by voters in 2016, California is
collecting $2 more in taxes on each pack of cigarettes. Recently, DHCS provided CalOptima
with an estimate of add-on capitation, which we will pay to providers based on specific
procedure codes used by primary care physicians and psychiatrists. Tobacco tax dollars are also
boosting benefits and reimbursement in Denti-Cal. Starting in 2018, the program restored
services for adults that were previously eliminated and raised rates for dentists by 40 percent.
Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) Audit
In January, DHCS released final instructions and data templates for the MLR audit of Medi-Cal
Expansion. Importantly, the regulator clarified that all capitation payments made by a contractor
to delegated entities for Expansion members are attributable to services and considered allowed
medical expenses. This is consistent with how CalOptima records medical expenses. The MLR
corridor amounts were also announced: MLR less than 85 percent, contractor shall return the
difference; MLR greater than 95 percent, DHCS shall make additional payments to the
contractor; and MLR between 85 percent and 95 percent, no MLR adjustment will be made
to/from the contractor. The data is to be reported for two periods: 18 months (January 1, 2014,
through June 30, 2015) and 12 months (July 1, 2015, through June 30, 2016). Our response is
due March 9. CalOptima has reserved an appropriate level in anticipation of potential
recoupment from the state.
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California Children’s Services (CCS)/Whole-Child Model (WCM)
CalOptima has begun the yearlong process of transitioning the CCS program from a Medi-Cal
carve-out administered by the Orange County Health Care Agency to the fully integrated WCM,
overseen by CalOptima. This affects more than 13,000 Orange County children, all of whom
have significant medical conditions. Transparency in this effort is a priority, and CalOptima has
already held meetings with health network leaders and the general stakeholder community. In
fact, our January meeting featuring Jacey Cooper, DHCS assistant deputy director, drew more
than 100 attendees. Further, six family-focused forums are planned for this month to engage
parents with children in the CCS program. In the spring, CalOptima staff will ask your Board to
consider actions necessary to effectuate this change, including CalOptima’s proposed approach
of using our existing delivery system to provide CCS services. To guide our efforts, we are
launching a WCM Family Advisory Committee, and individuals can apply until February 28
using the forms here. Overall, CalOptima is committed to a smooth transition that provides
children with CCS conditions continued access to familiar providers essential to their care.
Health Homes Program
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services recently approved California’s proposal to
create health homes to improve care for Medi-Cal beneficiaries with chronic health conditions.
DHCS’ Health Homes Program will begin the first phase of implementation in July 2018, and
Orange County is expected to participate beginning January 1, 2019. The Orange County
Health Care Agency is leading this effort, and CalOptima will be a participating entity.
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Financial Summary
December 2017

Greg Hamblin
Chief Financial Officer
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FY 2017-18: Consolidated Enrollment
• December 2017 MTD:
 Overall enrollment was 791,476 member months
 Actual lower than budget by 11,880 or 1.5%
• Medi-Cal: unfavorable variance of 11,548 members
 TANF unfavorable variance of 12,853 members
 SPD unfavorable variance of 2,550 members
 Medi-Cal Expansion (MCE) favorable variance of 3,653 members
 LTC favorable variance of 202 members
• OneCare Connect: unfavorable variance of 335 members
 6,531 or 0.8% increase from prior month
• Medi-Cal: increase of 6,566 from November
• OneCare Connect: decrease of 31 from November
• OneCare: decrease of 6 from November
• PACE: increase of 2 from November
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FY 2017-18: Consolidated Enrollment
• December 2017 YTD:
 Overall enrollment was 4,738,924 member months
 Actual lower than budget by 76,296 or 1.6%
• Medi-Cal: unfavorable variance of 74,994 members or 1.6%
 TANF unfavorable variance of 73,891 members
 SPD unfavorable variance of 15,898 members
 MCE favorable variance of 13,778 members
 LTC favorable variance of 1,017 members
• OneCare Connect: unfavorable variance of 1,569 members or 1.7%
• OneCare: favorable variance of 279 members or 3.5%
• PACE: unfavorable variance of 12 member or 0.9%
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FY 2017-18: Consolidated Revenues
• December 2017 MTD:
 Actual higher than budget by $7.7 million or 2.8%
 Medi-Cal: favorable to budget by $6.3 million or 2.6%
• Unfavorable volume variance of $3.6 million
• Favorable price variance of $9.9 million due to:
 $6.2 million of FY18 Coordinated Care Initiative (CCI) revenues
including In Home Supportive Services (IHSS) Dual and NonDual revenue
 $2.0 million of FY18 revenue including LTC Revenue from NonLTC members and Non-Medical Transportation
 $1.7 million of FY18 Behavioral Health Treatment (BHT) revenue

4
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FY 2017-18: Consolidated Revenues (cont.)
• December 2017 MTD:
 OneCare Connect: favorable to budget by $1.2 million or 4.3%
• Unfavorable volume variance of $0.6 million due to lower enrollment
• Favorable price variance of $1.8 million due to FY18 rate increase
• OneCare: favorable to budget by $0.1 million or 8.5%
• Favorable volume variance of $9.3 thousand
• Favorable price variance of $0.1 million due rate increase
 PACE: favorable to budget by $86.7 thousand or 5.5%
• Unfavorable volume variance of $39.5 thousand
• Favorable price variance of $126.2 thousand
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FY 2017-18: Consolidated Revenues (cont.)
• December 2017 YTD:
 Actual higher than budget by $55.7 million or 3.4%
 Medi-Cal: favorable to budget by $48.1 million or 3.3%
• Unfavorable volume variance of $23.4 million
• Favorable price variance of $71.5 million due to:
 $30.3 million of FY18 CCI revenues including IHSS Dual and NonDual revenue
 $9.4 million of FY18 BHT revenue
 $6.0 million of FY17 LTC Revenue from Non-LTC members
 $22.9 million of prior year revenue
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FY 2017-18: Consolidated Revenues (cont.)
• December 2017 YTD:
 OneCare Connect: favorable to budget by $8.5 million or 5.2%
• Unfavorable volume variance of $2.8 million
• Favorable price variance of $11.3 million due to 15% rate increase
 OneCare: Unfavorable to budget by $1.5 million or 17.5%
• Favorable volume variance of $0.3 million
• Unfavorable price variance of $1.7 million
 Due to Part D and Hierarchical Condition Category (HCC)
reconciliation
 PACE: favorable to budget by $0.6 million or 6.4%
• Favorable price variance of $0.7 million due to Part D true-up
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FY 2017-18: Consolidated Medical Expenses
• December 2017 MTD:
 Actual lower than budget by $1.8 million or 0.7%
 Medi-Cal: favorable variance of $3.0 million
• Favorable volume variance of $3.5 million
• Unfavorable price variance of $0.5 million
 Prescription Drugs favorable variance of $4.5 million due to lower
drug costs and $0.8 million in adjustments
 Managed Long-Term Services and Support (MLTSS) unfavorable
variance of $3.4 million due to $4.1 million for IHSS offset by
favorable IBNR
 Professional Claims unfavorable variance of $0.5 million
 Facilities expenses favorable variance of $1.9 million
• OneCare Connect: unfavorable variance of $0.4 million
• Favorable volume variance of $0.5 million
• Unfavorable price variance of $0.9 million
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FY 2017-18: Consolidated Medical Expenses (cont.)
• December 2017 YTD:
 Actual higher than budget by $63.7 million or 4.0%
 Medi-Cal: unfavorable variance of $61.5 million
• Favorable volume variance of $22.4 million
• Unfavorable price variance of $83.9 million
 MLTSS expenses unfavorable variance of $38.5 million
 Provider Capitation expenses unfavorable variance of $12.1 million
 Professional Claims expenses unfavorable variance of $11.1 million
 Facilities expenses unfavorable variance of $2.5 million
 OneCare Connect: unfavorable variance of $5.1 million
• Favorable volume variance of $2.6 million
• Unfavorable price variance of $7.6 million

• Medical Loss Ratio (MLR):
 December 2017 MTD:
 December 2017 YTD:

Actual: 93.5%
Actual: 95.9%
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Budget: 96.7%
Budget: 95.3%

FY 2017-18: Consolidated Administrative Expenses
• December 2017 MTD:
 Actual lower than budget by $2.7 million or 21.3%
 Purchased Services: favorable variance of $1.4 million due to lower claims
processing fees
 Other categories: favorable variance of $1.2 million

• December 2017 YTD:
 Actual lower than budget by $16.0 million or 21.7%
 Purchased Services: favorable variance of $6.8 million driven lower claims
processing fees
 Other categories: favorable variance of $9.1 million

• Administrative Loss Ratio (ALR):
 December 2017 MTD:
 December 2017 YTD:

Actual: 3.5%
Actual: 3.4%
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Budget: 4.5%
Budget: 4.4%

FY 2017-18: Change in Net Assets
• December 2017 MTD:
 $10.4 million surplus
 $13.6 million favorable to budget





Higher than budgeted revenue of $7.7 million
Lower than budgeted medical expenses of $1.8 million
Lower than budgeted administrative expenses of $2.7 million
Higher than budgeted investment and other income of $1.5 million

• December 2017 YTD:
 $23.0 million surplus
 $17.0 million favorable to budget





Higher than budgeted revenue of $55.7 million
Higher than budgeted medical expenses of $63.7 million
Lower than budgeted administrative expenses of $16.0 million
Higher than budgeted investment and other income of $9.0 million
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Enrollment Summary:
December 2017
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Financial Highlights:
December 2017
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Consolidated Performance Actual vs. Budget:
December (in millions)
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Consolidated Revenue & Expense:
December 2017 MTD
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Consolidated Revenue & Expense:
December 2017 YTD
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Balance Sheet:
As of December 2017
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Board Designated Reserve and TNE Analysis
As of December 2017
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HN Enrollment Summary - Medi-Cal
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HN Enrollment Summary – OneCare Connect
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HN Enrollment Summary - OneCare
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Member Health Needs
Assessment
Provider Advisory Committee
February 8, 2018
Cheryl Meronk
Director, Strategic Development
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Member Health
Needs Assessment
A better study offering deeper
insight, leading to a healthier
future.

2
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A Better Study
 More Comprehensive
 More Engaging
 More Personal
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More Comprehensive
• Reached new groups of members whose voices have
rarely been heard before







Young adults with autism
People with disabilities
Homeless families with children
High school students
Working parents
New and expectant mothers
GBTQ

4
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 Homeless people in
recuperative care
 Farsi-speaking members of a
faith-based group
 PACE participants
 Chinese-speaking parents of
children with disabilities
(Partial List)

More Comprehensive (Cont.)
• Gathered responses from all geographic areas of
Orange County

5
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More Comprehensive (Cont.)
• Probed a broader view of members’ lives beyond
immediate health care needs













Hunger
Child care
Economic stress
Housing status
Employment status
Physical activity
Community engagement
Family relationships
Mental health
Personal safety
Domestic violence
Alcohol and drug consumption

(Partial List)
6
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More Comprehensive (Cont.)
• Asked more tailored, relevant and targeted questions, in
part to elicit data about social determinants of health






Have you needed help with housing in the past six months?
How often do you care for a family member?
How often do you get enough sleep?
How many jobs do you have?
In the past 12 months, did you have the need to see a mental
health specialist?
 How open are you with your doctor about your sexual
orientation?
 How sensitive are your health care providers in understanding
your disability?
(Partial List)

7
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More Engaging: Members
Focus Groups
 31 face-to-face
meetings in the
community
 353 members

Telephone
Conversations
 534 live interviews in
members’ languages

Mailed
Surveys

Electronic
Responses

 Nearly 6,000
surveys returned

 More than 250
replied conveniently
online

8
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More Engaging: Member Advocates
 Abrazar Inc.
 Access CA Services
 Alzheimer’s OC
 Boys & Girls Club
 The Cambodian Family
 CHOC
 Dayle McIntosh
 La Habra Family Resource
Center
 Latino Health Access

 Korean Community Services
 Mercy House
 MOMS Orange County
 OMID
 SeniorServ
 South County Outreach
 State Council on
Developmental Disabilities
 Vietnamese Community of
OC Inc.

(Partial List)
9
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More Personal
• Met in familiar, comfortable locations at convenient times
for our members
 Recuperative care facilities
 PACE center
 Community clinics
 Restaurant meeting rooms

 Apartment complexes
 Churches
 Community centers
 Schools
 Homeless shelters

10
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More Personal (Cont.)
• We spoke their language











English
Spanish
Vietnamese
Korean
Farsi
Chinese
Arabic
Cambodian
Marshallese
American Sign Language

The Voice
of the
Member

11
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Offering Deeper Insight
 Barriers to Care
 Lack of Awareness About
Benefits and Resources
 Negative Social and
Environmental Impacts
Back to Agenda

Notable Barriers to Care
• Study revealed that members encounter structural and
personal barriers to care
Structural
 It can be challenging to get an appointment to see a doctor
 It takes too long to get an appointment
 Doctors do not always speak members’ languages
 Interpreter services are not always readily available
 Doctors lack understanding of members’ cultures

Personal
 Members don’t think it is necessary to see the doctor
 Members have personal beliefs that limit treatment
 Members are concerned about their immigration status
 Members are concerned someone would find out they sought mental
health care

13
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Barriers to Care (Cont.)
Examples

%
52

%
28

Don’t think it is necessary
to see the doctor for a
checkup

Takes too long to get an
appointment

%
26

%
41

Concerned someone
would find out about
mental health needs

Didn’t think it is necessary
to see a specialist, even
when referred

14
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Notable Lack of Awareness
• Survey revealed a lack of understanding about available
benefits and services
 25 percent of members who needed to see a mental health
specialist did not pursue treatment
 38 percent of members had not seen a dentist in more than a year

• Focus group participants commented frequently about
having difficulty regarding certain resources
 Interpreter services
 Social services needs
 Transportation

15
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Lack of Awareness (Cont.)
Examples

%
40

Didn’t know who to ask
for help with mental health
needs

%
41

Didn’t see a dentist because of
cost (i.e., didn’t know dental
care was covered)

%
25

Don’t have or know of
a dentist
16
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Negative Social and Environmental
Impacts
• Survey revealed significant social and environmental
difficulties
 Lack of well paying jobs and employment opportunities
 Lack of affordable housing
 Social isolation due to cultural differences, language barriers or
fear of violence
 Economic insecurity and financial stress
 Lack of walkable neighborhoods and the high cost of gym
programs

17
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Negative Impacts (Cont.)
Examples

%
32

%
56

%
43

%
29

Needed help getting
food in the past six months

Needed help to buy basic
necessities

Accessing other public
assistance

Needed help getting
transportation

18
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Negative Impacts (Cont.)
Stakeholder Perspective
There’s a significant issue with
improper nutrition. They may not have
enough money or the ability to go to
the grocery store to buy the right
foods. They get what they can, and
that’s what they eat.
—Interviewee

19
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Leading to a Healthier
Future
 Funding
 Requests for Proposal
 Moving Forward
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Funding

$14.4 Million
Total Available IGT 5 Funds

 Member Health Needs Assessment results
drive funding allocations
 Eight Requests for Proposal (RFPs) to
expand access to mental health, dental and
other care, and outreach/education services
21
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Eight RFPs
Description

Funding Amount

Expand Access to Mental Health Services and Provide Outreach
to Promote Awareness of Services

$5 million

Expand Mental Health and Socialization Services for Older Adults

$500,000

Expand Access to Mental Health/ Developmental Services for
Children 0–5 Years

$1 million

Nutrition Education and Fitness Programs for Children and Their
Families

$1 million

Medi-Cal Benefits Education and Outreach

$500,000

Expanded Access to Primary Care and Programs Addressing
Social Determinants of Health

$4 million

Expand Adult Dental Services and Provide Outreach to Promote
Awareness of Services
Expand Access to Children’s Dental Services and Provide
Outreach to Promote Awareness of Services

$1 million

Total

22
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$1.4 million

$14.4 million

Moving Forward
• Eight Grant Applications/RFPs
 Expand access to mental health, dental and other care services
 Expand access to childhood obesity services regarding nutrition
and fitness
 Support outreach and education regarding social services and
covered benefits

• RFPs to be released in March 2018
• Recommended grantees to be presented at June Board
meeting

23
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CalOptima’s Mission

To provide members with access to quality health care
services delivered in a cost-effective and
compassionate manner

24
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MEMBER HEALTH NEEDS ASSESSMENT

In summer and fall 2017, more than 6,000 CalOptima members, service providers and community
representatives participated in one of the most extensive and inclusive member health needs
assessments (MHNA) undertaken by CalOptima in its 20-plus year history. The MHNA provides data
critical to ensuring that CalOptima can continue to address the challenges faced by its members
and meet its mission to provide members with access to quality health care services delivered in a
cost-effective and compassionate manner.

CalOptima participates in numerous efforts to assess the health of
Orange County’s residents and create community-driven plans for
improving the health of the Medi-Cal population. Some examples are
detailed below.

By the Numbers

• The 2013 Orange County Health Profile, produced by the Orange
County Health Care Agency, highlighted key health indicators
as well as other social, economic and environmental indicators
that impact health conditions in groups of people based on
economics, race, ethnicity, gender, age and geography.

Surveys

Focus Groups

• The 2016 Orange County Community Indicators Report tracked
and analyzed Orange County’s health and prosperity on a myriad
of issues.
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• The 2017 Conditions of Children in Orange County Report
offered a comprehensive and detailed summary of how children
in Orange County fair in the areas of health, economic well-being,
educational achievement, and safe homes and communities.
• CalOptima’s Group Needs Assessment, conducted every five
years with annual updates in between, identifies members’ needs,
available health education, cultural and linguistic programs, and
gaps in services.
When combined, these assessments provide a broad picture of
important health information in Orange County. However, they do not
focus specifically on Medi-Cal beneficiaries or on ethnic and linguistic
minorities within this population, whose health needs are at the core
of CalOptima’s mission. For this reason, CalOptima undertook this
comprehensive MHNA, summarized on the following pages.
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5,815
31

Stakeholder
Interviews

21

Provider
Surveys

10

Languages

Birth–101
Years of Age

CalOptima’s comprehensive MHNA is an innovative collaboration that builds upon existing data-gathering
efforts and takes them a step further. The study was designed to be a more comprehensive assessment, using
engaging methods that resulted in a much more personal experience for our members and the community.
The MHNA captures the unique and specific needs of Medi-Cal beneficiaries from an array of perspectives,
including providers, community leaders and, most importantly, the members themselves. As a result, this indepth study offers actionable recommendations for consideration by the CalOptima Board of Directors and
executive leadership.

The MHNA was designed to help
CalOptima identify:
1

2

3

4

Unique needs and challenges of specific
ethnic communities, including economic,
social and environmental stressors, to
improve health outcomes

Challenges to health care access and
how to collaborate with communitybased organizations and providers to
address these barriers

Member awareness of CalOptima services
and resources, and effective strategies to
increase awareness as well as disseminate
information within target populations

Ways to leverage outreach efforts by
partnering with community-based
organizations on strategic programs
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Our Partners
To guide the direction of the study, CalOptima established an MHNA Advisory Committee made up of
community-based representatives. The committee then engaged CalOptima staff and Harder+Company
Community Research (Harder+Company), in partnership with the Social Science Research Center (SSRC) at
California State University, Fullerton. A summary of their qualifications to participate in this extensive effort is
below.
Harder+Company was founded in 1986 and works with philanthropic, nonprofit and public-sector clients
nationwide to reveal new insights about the nature and impact of clients’ work. Harder+Company has a deep
commitment to lifting the voices of marginalized and underserved communities — and working across sectors
to promote lasting change. In addition, Harder+Company offers extensive experience working with health
organizations to plan, evaluate and improve services for vulnerable populations, along with deep experience
assisting hospitals, health departments and other health agencies on a variety of efforts, including conducting
needs assessments, engaging and gathering meaningful input from community members, and using data for
program development and implementation.
SSRC was established in 1987 to provide research services to community organizations and research
support to university faculty. The center’s primary goal is to assist nonprofit and tax-supported agencies and
organizations to answer research questions that will lead to improved service delivery and public policy.
The SSRC conducts surveys, evaluation research and other applied research activities to meet its clients’
information needs. The center conducts multilingual telephone surveys from its 24-station computer-assisted
telephone interviewing lab, as well as web-based, mailed and face-to-face surveys. In the past 10 years, SSRC
has successfully completed 200 telephone survey projects using a variety of sample designs in diverse areas
of focus, such as health care, public safety, education, workforce development and pregnancy prevention.

Due to strong partnerships with the community, the 2017 MHNA engaged members
who may be hard to reach. We are proud that our efforts included:
• Young adults on the autism spectrum

• LGBTQ teens

• People with disabilities

• Farsi-speaking members of faith-based
groups

• Homeless families and children
• High school students
• Working parents
• New and expectant mothers

• PACE participants
• Chinese-speaking parents of children
with disabilities
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More Comprehensive
To represent CalOptima’s nearly 800,000 members, an in-depth analysis was performed to uncover their
unique needs and challenges. An oversampling was thoughtfully incorporated in the calculation of responses
needed to achieve a true statistical representation of the Orange County Medi-Cal population. For the mailed
survey, more than 42,000 members were selected within a specific sampling frame that included language,
age range and region.
With the oversampling, the aim was to collect 4,000 responses with targets for each subgroup. The final data
collection results were far beyond the goal in every subgroup. More than 6,000 members, providers and
community stakeholders provided information, experiences and insights to the MHNA.
The assessment gathered responses from all geographic areas of Orange County, across all age groups and
10 languages. Additionally, the assessment reached new groups of members whose voices have rarely been
sought out or heard before, such as young adults with autism, people with disabilities and homeless families
with children.
Ultimately, the assessment concentrated on the underlying social determinants of health that have been
recognized as factors that impact the health of individuals. The MHNA probed a broader view of members’
lives beyond immediate health care needs to explore issues related to:

PHunger
PChild care
PEconomic stress
PHousing status
PEmployment status
PPhysical activity

PCommunity engagement
PFamily relationships
PMental health
PPersonal safety
PDomestic violence
PAlcohol and drug use

More than 6,000 members, providers and community stakeholders
provided information, experiences and insights to the MHNA.
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More Engaging
The MHNA used a mixed-methods approach to engage members who generally have been underrepresented
in previous assessments as well as community stakeholders who work directly with the Medi-Cal population.
The data collection effort was extensive, incorporating both qualitative and quantitative methods and going
beyond previous processes in Orange County. The mixed-methods approach consisted of the following:

Member Survey

5,815 members completed an in-depth 50-question survey that was available in each of CalOptima’s
seven threshold languages, including English, Spanish, Vietnamese, Korean, Farsi, Chinese and Arabic.
As described further below, three additional languages that are less common in Orange County
were also incorporated to ensure the assessment was comprehensive. Most surveys were completed
and returned via mail (86 percent), with 9 percent completed via telephone and 5 percent online.
Telephone calls were made to reach members who were homeless or more transient and may not have a
permanent address. An online survey was offered for members’ convenience.

Provider Survey

An online survey of 20 questions was sent to a broad sample of providers in CalOptima’s network to
seek insight on the challenges that members face. Providers identified what they perceive as the top
problems for Medi-Cal members as well as barriers for these members in accessing health care. There
were 21 network or physician medical groups that completed the provider survey.

Focus Groups

31 focus groups were conducted with members in partnership with community-based organizations
across Orange County. Focus groups allowed for face-to-face conversations with members in
comfortable and familiar environments, which helped to foster organic, open-ended discussions where
members felt safe to share their thoughts. The discussions were conducted in CalOptima’s seven
threshold languages, as well as Cambodian, Marshallese and American Sign Language. Focus group
conversations covered numerous key topics, including quality of life, community assets, barriers to
accessing care, violence, behavioral health, chronic disease, and health practices, such as healthy eating
and active living.

Key Stakeholder Interviews
24 leaders from community-based organizations participated in the interviews. Those chosen for the study
have direct interactions with Medi-Cal members or serve as advocates for Orange County’s vulnerable
population. Interviews focused on key health issues facing Medi-Cal members, the provision of culturally
competent services, and the social determinants of health, such as economic and environmental factors.

In the spirit of collaboration, individuals and groups in the community came together in a remarkable way to
demonstrate their dedication to CalOptima members. Countless hours were spent planning, engaging and
meeting with members. For example, in addition to serving as stakeholder interviewees, many of CalOptima’s
community partners reached out to members to encourage them to respond to the surveys, and they also
hosted and recruited members to focus group meetings. Community organizations were invaluable in
helping members feel comfortable with the process and in providing another view into members’ lives. The
engagement of community partners and member advocates was instrumental in the success of the MHNA.
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More Personal
The MHNA aimed to give CalOptima members a more personal experience by hosting focus group
conversations in familiar locations at convenient times, often evenings and weekends. These settings were
intentionally selected based on members’ comfort levels. Focus groups were also held at specific times to
ensure that members could have their voices heard without having to miss work, school or other obligations.
Focus groups were conducted in 10 languages enabling members to respond in their preferred spoken
language.

Focus groups were held at:
• Apartment complexes

• Recuperative care facilities

• Churches

• PACE center

• Community centers

• Community clinics

• Schools

• Restaurant meeting rooms

• Homeless shelters

Methods
With a strong focus on engaging a representative sample of CalOptima members, Harder+Company and
SSRC developed the sample frame to capture a breadth of perspectives as well as focus on the specific needs
of key populations. Although the purpose of the MHNA was to assess the needs of Medi-Cal members in
Orange County overall, Harder+Company and SSRC sought to gain a better understanding of the needs
of CalOptima’s non-English speakers by purposefully oversampling all seven subgroups. The oversampling
of members designated as speaking one of the seven threshold languages ensured that CalOptima and
community stakeholders can be 95 percent confident that the true population parameters for any particular
subgroup will fall between +/- 5 percent of the observed sample estimate.
At more than 5,800 members, the survey response far exceeded the target number of respondents in
the sampling frame. The robust response was due to a comprehensive data collection plan that included
communication with members and partners in advance of sending the survey, reminder phone calls and
multilingual computer-assisted telephone interviewing for members preferring to respond by phone.
Survey data was entered, monitored and quality checked by SSRC before being exported for analysis
by Harder+Company. All variables were screened to determine the amount of missing data, and basic
frequencies were initially computed for each question by language, region and age. To adjust for the
oversampling built into the sampling frame, comprehensive statistical analysis was then completed applying
weights calculated by SSRC. Additional analysis included collapsing of questions, construction of scale scores
and cross-tabulations.
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Exhibit 1: Distribution of Completed Surveys and CalOptima
Population by Language, Region and Age

Number of
Completed Surveys

Percent of
Completed Surveys

Percent of
CalOptima Members

English

658

11.3%

55.5%

Spanish

715

12.3%

28.6%

Vietnamese

981

16.9%

10.3%

Korean

940

16.2%

1.4%

Farsi

743

12.8%

1.1%

Arabic

648

11.1%

0.6%

Chinese

731

12.6%

0.5%

Other

399

6.9%

2.0%

Region

Number of
Completed Surveys

Percent of
Completed Surveys

Percent of
CalOptima Members

Central

2,315

39.8%

51.5%

North

1,947

33.5%

32.4%

South

1,538

26.4%

15.1%

15

0.3%

1.0%

Number of
Completed Surveys

Percent of
Completed Surveys

Percent of
CalOptima Members

0–18 years old

1,665

28.6%

41.8%

19–64 years old

2,453

42.2%

47.2%

65 or older

1,697

29.2%

10.9%

Language

Out of County

Age
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KEY FINDINGS
Given the scope and depth of the study, the MHNA revealed many key findings, which will all be included in
the final, comprehensive report. This Executive Summary shares five key findings, including related bright
spots and opportunities. Bright spots are CalOptima and community-based resources that already serve
to support health behaviors and outcomes. CalOptima can nurture, leverage and build upon these assets.
Opportunities are areas that CalOptima and its partners can strengthen to positively impact the health and
well-being of members.

KEY FINDING: SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEATLH
Financial stressors, social isolation and safety concerns impact the overall health and
well-being of CalOptima members.
Given that Medi-Cal eligibility is income-based, it is not
surprising that many CalOptima members struggle with
economic insecurity. In fact, 55.7 percent of members
receive some form of public benefits (Exhibit 2). Further,
in the past six months, more than one-quarter of
members indicated they needed help with food (32.4
percent), housing (24 percent), money to buy things they
need (43.1 percent) and transportation (28.8 percent)
(Exhibit 3). Economic stress and financial insecurity cause
members and their families to make tradeoffs, such as
living in more dense and overcrowded housing with
limited space for play and exercise, buying cheaper but
less healthy food, or not going to the doctor despite
wanting to.

Exhibit 2: Percent of members who
receive public benefits (n=5,117)

44.3%

55.7%

Yes
No

Exhibit 3: Percent of members who needed help with basic needs in the past six months
30.3%
22.5 %
18.9%
12.8%

10.5%

9.9%

11.8% 12.2%

9.9%

4.6%

Childcare
(n=5,157)

Transportation
(n=5,389)

Money to buy things need
(n=5,447)
Sometimes

Housing
(n=5,353)

Food for anyone in your
household (n=5,456)

Almost Always
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Social isolation negatively impacts the overall health and well-being of some CalOptima member populations.
Social isolation is characterized by a lack of social supports and relationships. It occurs for many reasons,
including language barriers, immigration status, age, ability and sexual orientation. In focus groups, members
described how feelings of being disconnected from the community can lead to depression, lack of followup with health care or service providers, and negative health behaviors. In the survey, 10 percent of all
respondents indicated that they felt lonely or isolated. Yet there were higher rates among certain populations,
with loneliness and isolation affecting more speakers of English (13.5 percent), Korean (12.2 percent) and Farsi
(18.2 percent) (Exhibit 4).
Exhibit 4: Percent of those who reported feeling lonely or isolated by language

English (n=630)

13.5%

56.0 %

26.0 %

4.4 %

Spanish (n=653)

4.1 %

35.8 %

56.5 %

3.5 %

Vietnamese (n=800)

3.6 %

66.6 %

15.6 %

14.1 %

Korean (n=883)

12.2 %

46.0 %

35.8 %

6.0 %

Farsi (n=627)

18.2 %

51.0 %

15.9 %

14.8 %

Arabic (n=592)

9.3 %

33.1 %

51.5 %

6.1 %

Chinese (n=665)

7.1 %

58.5 %

26.5 %

8.0 %

Other (n=378)

10.1%

48.1 %

35.7 %

6.1 %

Agree

Disagree

Does not apply to me

Don’t know

Environmental factors also contribute to social isolation and other negative health behaviors, such as lack
of physical activity. Focus group participants discussed feeling unsafe in their neighborhoods, which caused
them to stay inside or to avoid nearby parks and/or other common spaces.
In addition, lack of affordable housing was a major concern to MHNA respondents, and it resulted in living
in overcrowded households, neighborhoods with high crime rates, areas with poor indoor and outdoor air
quality, and in the most extreme cases, homelessness.
Bright Spot: CalOptima members care about their health and understand the importance of seeking
treatment, eating healthy and being active. However, environmental circumstances, such as financial stress,
social isolation and related conditions, make it challenging for members to make their health a priority, not a
lack of knowledge or concern.
Opportunity: CalOptima has already taken steps to strengthen the safety net for members by expanding
access to primary care services and will be releasing grants to support programs designed to address social
determinants of health. The MHNA data reaffirms this strategy and suggests efforts to expand this work would
positively impact health outcomes in the long run. CalOptima can ensure that providers and community
partners understand the social and economic issues that members face and how to adapt health care services
accordingly.
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KEY FINDING: MENTAL HEALTH
Lack of knowledge and fear of stigma are key barriers to using mental health services.
About 14 percent of members reported needing mental health services in the past year (Exhibit 5). However,
local and national data suggest that the need for mental health services is likely underreported and
underrecognized. Among those reporting a need, nearly 25 percent did not see a mental health specialist
(Exhibit 6). Members did not seek mental health services for several reasons (Exhibit 7), including not knowing
who to call or how to ask for help making an appointment (39.8 percent), not feeling comfortable talking
about personal problems (37.5 percent) or concern that someone would find out they had a problem (26.1
percent). These factors, along with data gathered from key stakeholder interviews and focus groups, reflect a
fear of stigma associated with seeking mental health services.
Exhibit 6: Percent of members who
indicated they needed to see a mental health
specialist and didn’t see one (n=771)

Exhibit 5: Percent of members who indicated they
needed to see a mental health specialist (n=5,723)
1.4%
Yes, need to see
a mental health
specialist
No, did not need to
see a mental health
specialist

1.9%
13.5%

Saw a mental
health specialist

24.8%

Didn’t see a mental
health specialist
85.1%

Don’t know

73.3%

Don’t know

Fear of stigma is more prevalent among certain
language groups. For example, Chinese-speaking
members were more likely to indicate discomfort
talking about personal problems and concern about
what others might think if they found out about a
mental illness than other language groups, followed
by Korean-, Vietnamese- and English-speaking
members. Conversations with community members
and service providers offered cultural context for
these findings as many stakeholders described
prevalent feelings of shyness, avoidance and shame
around discussing mental health issues, let alone
seeking care.

Exhibit 7: Reasons why members (who needed to see
a mental health specialist but) didn’t get services
39.8%

37.5%
26.1%
13.0%

Didn’t know
who to call or
ask for help
(n=175)

Concerned about
Did not feel
what happens if
comfortable talking
someone found
about personal
problems (n=168) out had a problem
(n=176)

Hard time
getting an
appointment
(n=173)

Bright Spot: CalOptima provides access to mental health services, which meets a clearly established need.
Although members needing mental health services do not always connect with providers, many do not do
so because of a lack of knowledge, an issue that can be addressed through strengthened connections with
existing systems.
Opportunity: Although mental health services are covered by CalOptima, fear of stigma may prevent
members from seeking services. This presents an opportunity for CalOptima to continue to provide culturally
relevant education around mental health to improve understanding of available services and to address fear
of stigma many people face. Community partners with deep knowledge of specific cultural communities are
eager to offer support that would increase the use of mental health services.
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KEY FINDING: PRIMARY CARE
Most members are connected to primary care, but barriers can make it challenging to
receive timely care.
The majority of CalOptima members indicated that they are connected to at least one primary care doctor
(82.6 percent), and most go to a doctor’s office (69.2 percent) or clinic/health center (18.1 percent) when they
need medical attention (Exhibits 8 and 9). However, navigating the health care system can be challenging,
and significant barriers make it difficult for people to seek or follow through with care when needed.
Exhibit 8: Percent who report at least
one person as their doctor (n=5,749)
2.6%

Doctor’s Office

14.7%

Yes

Exhibit 9: Where respondents go
to see their doctor (n=5,743)

69.2%

Clinic/Health Center

82.6%

No

18.1%

Other

5.2%

Urgent Care

4.3%

Emergency Room

2.3%

Don’t know

Focus group participants also described frustration at being redirected when they call to make an
appointment and challenges finding the right doctor to meet their needs, such as for a child with
developmental delays. Additional barriers, such as months-long wait times to get an appointment, limited
hours of operation and inefficiency of public transportation, can make it difficult for people to receive care
when needed. When asked why they don’t make an appointment to see a doctor, 27.8 percent of CalOptima
members indicated that it takes too long to get an appointment while 51.6 percent of members did not think
it was necessary to make an appointment (Exhibit 10).
Bright Spot: CalOptima members have access to more than 1,500 primary care providers and 6,200
specialists, as well as 14 different health networks. And staff members are dedicated to continually engaging
and educating these providers and networks to ensure they are ready to deliver the care needed by members.
Opportunity: The challenge of
maintaining a robust provider
network never goes away,
and CalOptima must carefully
monitor members’ access to
care. The provider community
may be ready to embrace
innovations that enhance
access, such as extended
hours, weekend operations or
telemedicine visits, to expand
the options for members.

Exhibit 10: Reasons why members don’t make
an appointment to see doctor (n=4,598)1
51.6%

Didn’t think necessary
Scheduling conflict

28.8%

Too long to get appointment

27.8%

No doctor

7.1%

No way to get there

6.8%

No childcare available
Don’t know
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KEY FINDING: PROVIDER ACCESS
Members are culturally diverse and want providers who both speak their language and
understand their culture.
CalOptima members hail from around the globe, reflecting the rich diversity of Orange County’s population.
In total, 40.3 percent of respondents were born outside of the U.S. and 23.6 percent indicated that they
don’t speak English well (Exhibits 11 and 12). Among non-English speakers, more than 50 percent were born
outside of the United States and many are still acculturating to life in the U.S. This presents challenges when
finding a well-paying and fulfilling job, safe and affordable housing, and healthy and familiar food. It also
affects the ways members interact with the health care system. In fact, those born outside of the U.S. were
significantly less likely to have a doctor and more likely to report feeling lonely or isolated.
Exhibit 11: How well members speak English (n=5,549)

Exhibit 12: Percent of members who were
born in the United States (n=5,599)

51.9%
40.3%
18.6%

23.6%
5.8%

Very Well

Well

Not Well

59.8%
Yes, born in the U.S.

Don’t Know

No, not born in the U.S.

Further, they report having to adapt to new ways of receiving medical care. Some focus group participants
shared that they did not understand why they must wait so long to see a doctor, as it is not this way in their
country of origin. Others shared that cultural beliefs and practices made them uncomfortable and often
unwilling to see a physician of the opposite gender. In addition, members and key stakeholders indicated that
it can be challenging to seek medical care from providers who do not speak members’ preferred language,
which leads to issues with communication and comfort level. Although many stakeholders highlighted the
availability of translation or interpretation services, such services do not always meet members’ needs,
especially when limited by short appointment times and when sharing sensitive information.
Bright Spot: CalOptima provides services and resources to members in seven languages2 and can connect
members to translation and interpretation services in any language when needed. Members appreciate that
CalOptima recognizes the importance of providing care in familiar languages, and they also highly value
providers who are sensitive to the cultural norms and practices of their homeland.
Opportunity: CalOptima has an opportunity to build its existing resources and deepen cultural competence
of providers and services. CalOptima can engage partners in culturally focused community-based
organizations to tailor and implement trainings for providers around specific populations. Trainings can build
language and sensitivity skills and increase knowledge in areas such as ethnopharmacology (variations in
medication responses in diverse ethnic populations). This can strengthen the workforce and improve member/
provider interactions overall.
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KEY FINDING: DENTAL CARE
Many members are not accessing dental care and are often unsure about what dental
services are covered.
The gap in dental health care is striking and pronounced; 38.2 percent of members indicated they had not
seen a dentist within the past 12 months (Exhibit 13). Among those individuals, 41 percent cited cost as the
main reason they did not see a dentist (Exhibit 14). Members expressed confusion about dental care benefits
available to them via Medi-Cal/Denti-Cal, and they said they would be more likely to seek out a dentist if they
knew some of their visits were covered.
Bright Spot: Members in all CalOptima programs are eligible for routine dental care through Denti-Cal, and
members in OneCare and OneCare Connect have access to supplemental dental care as well. Better yet,
for 2018, California restored additional Denti-Cal benefits, expanding the covered services even further. The
challenge is ensuring that members know about these benefits and then actually obtain the services.
Opportunity: To boost the number of members receiving dental care, CalOptima will have to first raise
awareness about the availability of services and correct misperceptions that dental care comes at a cost.
Further, to remove barriers to care and expand access, the community may embrace the use of alternative
providers, such as mobile dental clinics, or the option of co-located dental and medical services.
Exhibit 13: When members
last saw a dentist (n=5,685)

Exhibit 14: Reasons for not seeing dentist
within the past 12 months (n=2,209) 3 4
Cost

38.2%

41.0%

Don’t have/know dentist

24.9%

Fear of dentist
More than
12 months
Within past
12 months

No time
61.8%

Don’t know
No transportation

16.8%
12.3%
9.6%
6.1%

Endnotes
1

Members could choose multiple answers; thus, the total does not equal 100 percent.
CalOptima provides bilingual staff, interpreter services, health education and enrollment materials in seven languages, including
English, Spanish, Vietnamese, Korean, Farsi, Chinese and Arabic.
3
Members could choose multiple answers; thus, the total does not equal 100 percent.
4
Only reported those who have not seen a dentist within the past 12 months.
2
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2017 Year-End Federal Activity:
Medicaid Impacts
There was a flurry of congressional activity in the last several
months of 2017 that will affect the Medicaid program and
CalOptima. The two most impactful legislative actions, H.R.
1 (the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act) and H.R. 1370 (Continuing
Resolution of FFY 2017-18 funding), are summarized below.

I. H.R. 1: Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
H.R. 1, officially referred to as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,
was signed into law by President Trump on December
22, 2017, and amends portions of the Internal Revenue
Code that address corporate and individual tax rates and
deductions. While most of its income tax-related provisions
are effective January 1, 2018, the elimination of the
penalty associated with the Affordable Care Act’s individual
mandate is effective December 31, 2018.1
Background and Basic Provisions
The bill’s most significant change is a reduction of the
corporate income tax rate from 35 to 21 percent, effective
January 1, 2018. Congress’ Joint Committee on Taxation
estimates that this will increase the federal deficit by almost
$1.4 trillion over ten years, which accounts for the majority
of H.R. 1’s economic impact.2
Both the federal deficit increase and the elimination of the
individual mandate penalty in 2019 will have health care
impacts, with most estimates predicting overall health care
coverage losses ranging from five million fewer insured (S&P
Global) to 13 million fewer insured (CBO) over ten years.3
Medicaid/CalOptima Impact
The CBO anticipates that one million fewer people will
enroll in Medicaid in 2019 due to the elimination of the
individual mandate penalty. By 2027, this number is
expected to rise to five million.
In addition, the less immediately quantifiable, but
potentially more harmful impact to the Medicaid program
could be related to the Tax Bill’s increase of the federal
deficit. In short, the greater the federal deficit, the greater
the pressure on legislators to reduce federal spending.
Some lawmakers have already signaled their intention to
explore the possibility of reducing Medicare and Medicaid
appropriations – 15 and 11 percent of the federal budget
respectively4 – as part of future efforts to reduce the federal
deficit.5 It is likely that efforts to reduce federal Medicaid
and Medicare spending will proceed through the 2019
federal budget process as budget reconciliation legislation.

At this point, it is difficult to quantify the Tax Bill’s potential
impacts on CalOptima. It is possible that Orange County
residents potentially eligible for Medi-Cal may choose not
to enroll without the impetus of the individual mandate’s
penalty. California could potentially enact its own statebased mandate, similar to that of Massachusetts, among
other measures, to encourage the young and healthy to
obtain health care. There has been discussion in the state
legislature’s health committees and among health care
industry leaders regarding this topic. Staff will continue
to track and analyze these discussions as well as federal
budget negotiations for potential impact to CalOptima.
Vote
Overall, the vote on H.R. 1 in the House was 224 yeas
to 201 nays. The Orange County House delegation was
divided on the tax bill. Reps. Mimi Walters and Ed Royce
voted for H.R. 1 and Reps. Darrell Issa, Dana Rohrabacher,
Alan Lowenthal, Lou Correa and Linda Sanchez all voted
against the bill. In the U.S. Senate, the vote was split down
party lines, with 51 Republican yeas and 48 Democratic
nays. Both Sens. Dianne Feinstein and Kamala Harris voted
against the bill.

II. The 2017-18 Federal Budget: Current
Spending Levels Continued
H.R. 1370, a continuing resolution (CR) signed into law by
the President on December 22, 2017, funds the federal
government at current levels through January 19, 2018.
The CR also allocates $2.85 billion to the Children’s Health
Insurance Program (CHIP), which will fund the program for
the first half of the federal fiscal year, until March 31, 2018.
However, the stopgap spending bill does not address
several outstanding health policy and fiscal issues,
such as funding for CHIP beyond March, cost sharing
reductions associated with both federal and state individual
marketplace exchanges6 and the status of Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) recipients. These issues may
be dealt with by January 19, when Congress will again be
faced with the need to pass spending legislation or face the
potential of a federal government shutdown.
CalOptima Impact
Without further Congressional action on CHIP and DACA,
CalOptima could potentially experience reductions in
membership and funding. More than 112,000 CalOptima
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2017 Year-End Federal Activity: Medicaid Impacts (continued)
members access care through CHIP. These are children
whose family income is between 101 and 266 percent of the
federal poverty level. Without a longer-term reauthorization
of CHIP funding, some states, including California, will have
to bear the burden of a federal fiscal shortfall.

status will maintain their CalOptima membership due to
SB 75, state legislation that extended full scope Medi-Cal
coverage to undocumented children. Staff will continue to
track DACA and CHIP related developments and assess
Orange County impacts as Congress nears the January 19
deadline to addresses federal spending issues.

Additionally, CalOptima has approximately 13,000 members
who are DACA recipients. These individuals qualify for
full scope Medi-Cal through CalOptima by virtue of their
DACA status. In the absence of further congressional action,
some of these members may lose Medi-Cal eligibility as
they lose their DACA status and revert to undocumented
status. DACA adults (over the age of 19) will lose CalOptima
membership should they revert to undocumented status.
DACA children (under 19) who revert to undocumented

Vote
The vote on H.R. 1370 in the House was 231 yeas to 188
nays. Reps. Mimi Walters, Ed Royce, Darrell Issa, and Dana
Rohrabacher voted for the bill and Reps. Alan Lowenthal,
Lou Correa and Linda Sanchez all voted against. The Senate
voted 66 to 32 in favor of the CR, with both Sens. Feinstein
and Harris voting against the bill.

About CalOptima
CalOptima is a county organized health system that administers health insurance programs for low-income children, adults,
seniors and people with disabilities in Orange County. Our mission is to provide members with access to quality health care
services delivered in a cost-effective and compassionate manner. As one of Orange County’s largest health insurers, we
provide coverage through four major programs: Medi-Cal, OneCare Connect Cal MediConnect Plan (Medicare- Medicaid
Plan), OneCare (Medicare Advantage Special Needs Plan), and the Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE).
If you have any questions regarding the above information, please contact:
Shamiq Hussain
Senior Policy Analyst, Government Affairs
(714) 347-3208; shussain@caloptima.org

Phil Tsunoda
Executive Director, Public Policy and Public Affairs
(714) 246-8632; ptsunoda@caloptima.org
Arif Shaikh
Director, Public Policy and Government Affairs
(714) 246-8418; ashaikh@caloptima.org
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6
“Senator Susan Collins’ (ME) has postponed until 2018 her efforts to pass CSR and reinsurance (payments to insurers to help pay
claims for high-cost enrollees) bills. Her support for the tax bill was predicated upon support for these two bills, see http://www.
modernhealthcare.com/article/20171220/NEWS/171229990
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Governor’s 2018-19 Budget Proposal
Analysis and CalOptima Impacts
January 2018
Overview
On January 10, 2018, the Governor released his 201819 state budget proposal. The total budget proposal is
$190.3 billion, with General Fund spending at $131.7
billion, which is more than a seven percent increase
compared to current year spending. This increase
is due to the Governor’s expectation that the state’s
fiscal outlook will remain stable, because of California’s
continuing economic expansion. As such, the state’s
health care programs are not expected to face cuts in
the coming fiscal year. In fact, the Medi-Cal program is
expected to see an 11 percent increase in funding, as
detailed below. However, though the state-level fiscal
and policy outlook for Medi-Cal may be positive, changes
to the Medicaid program at the federal-level have the
potential to change this position drastically. These and
other major issues that are pertinent to the agency are
addressed below.
On a related note, in both his press conference and the
budget proposal summary, the Governor mentioned that
the budget does not account for the potential impact of
H.R. 1, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, which was signed into
law by President Trump on December 22, 2017. The May
revision of the budget proposal will assess any impact
related to H.R. 1’s revision of corporate and individual
income tax rates.1

Medi-Cal Budget
FY 2018–19 Proposed Medi-Cal Budget2
General Fund

$21.6 billion
(11 percent increase from 2017 Budget Act)

Federal Funds

$67.1 billion
(includes $21.3 billion for MCE)3

Other

$12.8 billion
(includes $850 million in Prop. 56 funds)4

Total

$101.5 billion

The increase in General Fund dollars allocated to MediCal funding is based on an estimated enrollment of 13.5
million members.5

Of note, the federal portion of the Medi-Cal budget is
funded through several avenues. For original Medi-Cal,
also known as “Medi-Cal classic”, there is a 50/50 match.
For the Medi-Cal expansion (MCE) population, there is an
enhanced federal match (94/6 for calendar year 2018 and
93/7 for calendar year 2019). For the Children’s Health
Insurance Program (CHIP) population, there is currently
an 88/12 match. The “other” portion of the Medi-Cal
budget, by and large, accounts for state funds that are
drawn from the special funds pool, which includes, for
instance, tobacco tax dollars designated for Medi-Cal. A
large portion of the revenue raised by Proposition 56’s
expansion of the tobacco tax, approved by California
voters in November 2016, is designated for augmenting
the state’s Medi-Cal budget through supplemental
payments for physicians and dentists, among other health
care treatment expenditures. Accordingly, the budget
estimates that Medi-Cal will receive $850 million for such
expenditures in FY 2018-19.

CHIP Reauthorization
CHIP is a joint federal-state program established to
provide coverage for children 19 and under in families
whose incomes are too high to qualify for Medicaid. The
program was known as the Healthy Families program in
California before its integration into Medi-Cal in 2013.
California’s federal match for CHIP funding is currently
88/12, which includes a 23 percent increase authorized
under the terms of the Affordable Care Act (ACA).
Federal funding for the program expired on September
30, 2017. On December 22, 2017, Congress authorized
additional, temporary funding for CHIP that will fund the
program through March 31, 2018 as part of H.R. 1370 –
a continuing resolution to temporarily fund the federal
government until January 19, 2018.
The budget proposal’s calculations and estimates were
finalized before H.R. 1370 passed, so it assumes a lower
federal match for CHIP beginning January 1, 2018 (65/35),
than was included in the continuing resolution (88/12).
The May revise will include savings of approximately
$150 million General Fund to account for this.7 Due to a
maintenance of effort requirement associated with the
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State Budget Proposal Analysis and CalOptima Impacts (continued)
ACA, the state will be obligated to continue covering
most of the 1.2 million children that currently access
care through CHIP – individuals whose family income
is between 101 and 266 percent of the federal poverty
level – regardless of the status of funding reauthorization.8
However, absent further Congressional action, California
will have to bear the burden of any federal funding
shortfall. This could potentially add billions of dollars of
pressure to the state’s Medi-Cal budget.9 CalOptima has
approximately 112,000 children enrolled in Medi-Cal
through CHIP funding.

pharmaceuticals for Medi-Cal patients at 340B prices.
In turn, this requires DHCS to closely audit the program
to remain in compliance with federal requirements. In its
overview of the budget proposal, the Department notes
that it has found inconsistencies in the billing practices
of 340B entities. According to DHCS, this has increased
state expenditures, created higher pharmacy costs for
Medi-Cal managed care plans and created substantial
administrative burden on the state related to ensuring
340B entities are in compliance with existing law and
regulation.

Additional Proposition 56 Medi-Cal
Funding

As such, the Department is proposing trailer bill language
that would prohibit the use of 340B drugs in Medi-Cal
starting July 1, 2019. Given that many clinics and hospitals
rely on the 340B program to provide low cost drugs to
their patients, this portion of the budget is likely to be
thoroughly debated in the coming months. Based on
initial staff analysis, some of CalOptima’s contracted
providers may experience negative financial impacts if
the 340B program is completely eliminated. Details of the
proposal will become clearer as DHCS releases the text
of its proposed trailer bill language. Staff will continue to
monitor and analyze the potential impacts to the agency
and our contracted providers.

California voters approved Proposition 56 in November
2016, which increased state taxes on tobacco products.
A large portion of the revenue raised by Proposition 56
is designated for supplementing the state’s Medi-Cal
budget. The 2018-19 Budget allocates $850 million of this
revenue to Medi-Cal health care treatment expenditures.
The Governor is proposing that $650 million of this be
allocated to supplemental payments to physicians and
dentists providing services to Medi-Cal beneficiaries in
high need areas or providers in high need specialties,
which represents a $232 million increase compared to
2017-18 levels. However, the efficacy of the supplemental
payments in expanding access to Medi-Cal services
– by encouraging additional provider participation or
increasing the number of Medi-Cal beneficiaries served –
will be reevaluated by the Administration in the spring.10
After this evaluation, these payment methodologies may
be modified or revised accordingly. CalOptima will be
working with the Department of Health Care Services
(DHCS) to ensure that eligible Orange County MediCal providers have the opportunity to participate in the
supplemental payments program.

Medi-Cal Expansion
The budget proposal assumes continued funding of
the Medicaid expansion (MCE) population at current
levels.11 CalOptima currently has 238,000 MCE members.
However, based on information that CalOptima has
received from DHCS, we believe that the capitation rates
plans are paid for the MCE population will continue to
decrease in the coming year, based on the acuity level of
these beneficiaries. Also, it is important to note that while
the budget proposal assumes continuation of current
federal law, it acknowledges the potential for significant
change at the federal level impacting Medicaid and
Medicare.

Changes to 340B Drug Reimbursements
in Medi-Cal

Next Steps

Section 340B of the Public Health Service Act program
requires drug manufacturers to provide pharmaceuticals to
covered entities, such as Disproportionate Share Hospitals
(DSHs) and Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs),
at or below 340B ceiling prices, which are generally
much lower than retail. In 2014, the Office of Inspector
General for the federal Department of Health and Human
Services found significant issues with the program,
including duplicative discounts and inconsistencies in
identifying eligible prescriptions. Since then, states
have been scrutinizing the implementation of 340B. In
California, current law allows covered entities to purchase

The Governor’s January budget proposal is just the first
step in the state’s budget process. The Legislature will
now begin holding budget hearings in an effort to build
consensus. The Governor will then release a revision to
the January budget proposal in May, and the Legislature
will have until June 15 to submit a final state budget
for the Governor’s approval. CalOptima will continue
to closely follow these ongoing budget discussions
and provide updates regarding any issues that have a
significant impact on the Agency.
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State Budget Proposal Analysis and CalOptima Impacts (continued)
About CalOptima
CalOptima is a county organized health system that administers health insurance programs for low-income children, adults,
seniors and people with disabilities in Orange County. Our mission is to provide members with access to quality health care
services delivered in a cost-effective and compassionate manner. As one of Orange County’s largest health insurers, we
provide coverage through four major programs: Medi-Cal, OneCare Connect Cal MediConnect Plan (Medicare- Medicaid
Plan), OneCare (Medicare Advantage Special Needs Plan), and the Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE).
If you have any questions regarding the above information, please contact:
Phil Tsunoda
Executive Director, Public Policy and Public Affairs
(714) 246-8632; ptsunoda@caloptima.org

Shamiq Hussain
Senior Policy Analyst, Government Affairs
(714) 347-3208; shussain@caloptima.org

Arif Shaikh
Director, Public Policy and Government Affairs
(714) 246-8418; ashaikh@caloptima.org
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10
Local Health Plans of California, 2018-19 Budget Analysis
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“Tele Health in Pediatric Cardiology.”
Speaker: Anjan Batra, M.D.
(Professor, Division Chief and Vice Chair of Pediatrics)

Faculty Disclosure - The speaker has no financial relationships
to disclose.
Financial Disclosure – No commercial support was received for
this activity.
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TheTriple Aim?
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A Telemedicine Based App To Allow
Pediatricians to Better Care for Your Child

Pediatrician

Telemedicine
App

Cardiologist

Enhancing Communication between
Providers to Improve Care and Reduce Costs
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Population Health + Cost
• 80% of pediatricians report
difficulty with heart
murmurs and arrhythmias
• Shortage of Cardiologists
− 31,000 general pediatricians
vs 1500 pediatric
cardiologists in the US

• Average cost = $1,000/visit
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Patient Experience
• 96% of
parents/guardians
missed work for doctors’
appointments
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Unequal Distribution
• 20% of the US
population lives in
rural underserved
areas.
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The Solution

Cardiac
Consult

• Telemedicine App Platform
with ECG and Stethoscope

• Pilot Program: Telemedicine
App Platform
•60% reduction in wait times
• 46% reduction in face-to-face visits
•Rapid responses to clinical questions in
under 3 days
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The Telemedicine Market
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CARDIAC CONSULT

Stethoscope

✓ IRB Approved
✓ HIPPA Compliant
✓ FDA Approved

Heart Rhythm

Ultrasound Imaging
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Demos
Thinklabs One Stethoscope
(VSD)

Normal Sinus
Paced

Paced
Normal Sinus
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INCENTIVES
Pediatrician

Insurance
Companies

• Increased
scope of
service

• Reduced additional
tests (ultrasounds
etc)
Patient

Cardiologist

• Improved

• Bill for
teleconsult

productivity, time
and satisfaction
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A FEASIBILITY STUDY

27
Awarded the 2016 COCIT (Council on Clinical Information Technology)
Best Poster Award at the AAP National Conference Exhibition
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A FEASIBILITY STUDY

Awarded the 2016 COCIT (Council on Clinical Information Technology)
Best Poster Award at the AAP National Conference Exhibition
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A FEASIBILITY STUDY
Survey

Average Response (#/10)

How comfortable do you feel differentiating between a benign and

6.4

pathologic murmur?
How convenient is a cardiology consult for your patients in a timely

9.2

manner?
How willing are you to use any new technology?

7.8

How would you rate the Thinklabs stethoscope?

6.3

How would you rate the ECG check hardware?

6.8

Awarded the 2016 COCIT (Council on Clinical Information Technology)
Best Poster Award at the AAP National Conference Exhibition
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Problem

Our Solution

Medical Record
Documentation

Files automatically
upload to electronic
medical record

FDA Device Approval

Our devices are FDA
approved

Already covered under
insurance plans

Malpractice
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Outreach

• Physicians can interpret
the data from across the
world.

El Salvador 2016
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Faculty Advisor
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Justin Pick, MD
Rachel Watson, MD
Ian Lee, MD
Brian Lee, MD
Business Advisor
Paul Wendee, PhD, DBA
Heath Tech Advisor
Jan Biermeyer, MS
App Designer
Ramprasad Burugu, MBA
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